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Collective Consumption and Consumer-generated Content in a Female-dominated Brand
Community

ABSTRACT

Consumer engagement through collective consumption among females engaged in the Twilight
brand community and the study of consumer-generated content (CGC) including self-expression
and self-presentation are the focus of this Thesis. I consider whether CGC can mimic the
conventions of firm-authored content, specifically film trailers. Within the Twilight brand
community, I utilize participant observation and conduct depth interviews with community
members in order to examine the collective consumption behaviors and the Twilight specific
CGC of the brand community members. I show that Twilight as a brand is experienced,
discussed, and disseminated collectively both online and offline. We learn that CGC is
collectively created, circulated and consumed within the brand community. Also, the data show
that CGC is effective and comparable to artifacts produced by professionals. Individuals
creatively self-express their love and devotion to the Twilight saga through a variety of outlets
which of some are permanent markers of self-expression. There are common attractors to the
brand community; however, due to the extent of this phenomenon, research cannot select a single
factor as to why this brand community is so prevalent. My research focuses on how Twilight is
consumed, who it is consumed with, and what consumers do with it.
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INTRODUCTION
Stephenie Meyer, author of the ubiquitous vampire novels: Twilight, New Moon, Eclipse,
and Breaking Dawn, inspires passion and devotion in individual readers with her saga, yet most
importantly Meyer incites and nurtures collective engagement in the form of a brand community
demonstrating the markers identified in the research of Muñiz and O’Guinn (2001):
consciousness of kind, rites and rituals, and moral responsibility. This brand community is
predominately comprised of female members, currently underrepresented in brand community
research. The community generally ranges from preteen fan girls to middle-aged women.
However, Twilight fans span the ages; there are three-generational families (daughter, mother,
and grandmother) consuming the books together. Often, the older women in the brand
community are the mothers of the daughters who read the Twilight saga first. Twilight fans read
the novels and then discuss the saga in online and offline book clubs and events. Readers
perform complex narrative analyses, plot critiques and character investigations collectively and
in many instances publicly on online spaces. The books revolve around a romantic, teen triangle
between a human, vampire and werewolf. The themes and motifs of the Twilight saga
incorporate true love, friendship, tolerance and social equity. The Twilight brand community
contains factions based on age cohort, novel and chapter breakdown, character identification,
character preference, plot preference, the first film adaptation and the upcoming second film
adaptation New Moon, celebrity discussions, thematic differentiations, role playing, and the list
goes on. Through the Twilight brand community I demonstrate the use of traditional romantic
themes to encourage initial adoption, the strategic use of open text branding to invite collective
action, and the deliberate encouragement of vigilante marketing to promote the brand. Notably,
girls and women deeply and collectively engage with the brand. Empirically, the Twilight
consumer collective offers a unique female-driven perspective of a brand community and
documents the creation of brand-inspired consumer-generated content (CGC).
Academic researchers normally employing a variety of extended case study research have
investigated a host of consumer collectives organized around products and brands. These
collectives include those that are: primarily experience based such as “brandfests” or raves (Cova
and Cova 2002; McAlexander, Schouten and Koenig 2002; Kozinets 2001); lifestyle based
(Goulding, et al. 2004); opposition ideology-based (Thompson, Rindfleisch and Arsel 2006);
brand based (Martin, Schouten, and McAlexander 2006; Muñiz and O’Guinn 2001; Muñiz and
Schau 2005; Leigh, Peters and Shelton 2006; Schouten and McAlexander 1995); or webcommunity based (Bagozzi and Dholakia 2006; Szmigin and Reppel 2004). This work has
demonstrated that such collectives exhibit community-like qualities as conventionally
understood in sociology and address a host of identity, meaning, and status related concerns for
participants. Moreover, this work suggests such collectives provide value to their members
though multiple kinds of participatory actions that emerge over the life of these communities.
Many studies have discussed how consumers create brand meaning in order to make sense of
and align the product/service within their lives (Fournier 1998; Ritson and Elliot 1999). Besides
these negotiation and (re)interpretation roles, recent studies have exposed consumers’ ability to
create original content for the brand. The recent trend is for brand-supportive activities that
mimic marketing messages and strategies. Such content creation capabilities by brand
community members sharing a passion and ethos for the brand have been especially noted
(Brown, Kozinets and Sherry 2003; Schau and Muniz 2006 and 2007). The “creative consumer”
actively participates in the customization of product features and designs (von Hippel 1986,
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Moreau and Dahl 2005), refinements to packaging, and the generation of branded
communications (Ives 2004). Web-based technologies that enable the creation and dissemination
of branded content have fueled the creative consumer trend. Per media pundits, the ascendancy
of empowered and passionate consumers as brand content creators is a marketplace reality that
transforms the discipline of brand marketing at its core (Flight 2005).
Practitioners have been quick to recognize the likely power and benefits of consumer-created
content. Interest in citizen marketing that takes the form of advertising message creation—
sometimes called “homebrew ads”, “folk ads”, VCAMs (viewer-contributed advertising
messages), or more generally, “open source” branding —has been especially strong. Most
recently, mass market manufacturers Frito-Lay, Unilever, Doritos and Chevrolet have taken
gambles in this arena by airing consumer-generated ads (CGAs) on the 2007, 2008 and 2009
Superbowl and the 2007 and 2008 Academy Awards. Most firms, however, remain wary of the
risk-reward trade-offs involved with consumer-generated content. Chevrolet’s Spring 2006
campaign as a CGA first-mover gave a significant cause for concern, when invited consumers
created anti-Chevy ads showcasing Tahoe’s destructive role in the environment. While some
firms now include token amounts of consumer-authored content in their own advertising, and
others pursue controlled CGA experiments via venues such as Gore’s CurrentTV, the full
strategic leverage of consumer- generated content as integral and systematic parts of the brand
strategy has yet to be obtained.
This thesis specifically addresses issues of collective consumer engagement and fan
community appropriation of media-based products through the creation of consumer- generated
content.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Identity is characterized by the tension between how a person defines herself as an
individual or autonomous being, and how she connects to others and social groups in affiliative
relationships (Kleine, Kleine, and Allen 1995). “Individual identity” is the self as distinguished
from others and unique possessions reflect individual identity when they demonstrate a person’s
accomplishments, skills, taste, or unique creative efforts (McCracken 1988a; Schultz, Kleine,
and Kernan 1989). “Affiliative identity” is important for situating the self within the social world
and for communicating identity to the intended audience (peer group, government, descendants,
etc.). Where individual identity may be said to demonstrate the individual “me,” affiliative
identity establishes the collective “we.” Consumers use signs and symbols to express both types.
Wearing vintage clothes that are one-of-a-kind establishes individual identity while an official
NFL team sweatshirt reflects a desired affiliative identity. Arnould and Price (2000, p. 140)
describe the “me”/autonomous and “we”/affiliative phenomena as authenticating acts which
reveal the “true” autonomous self and authoritative performances anchoring an individual in a
collectivity. They find that these are “two primary drivers of consumer behavior” (Arnould and
Price 2000, p. 140). My examination of the Twilight brand community details an affiliative
identity as defined here; and furthermore, demonstrates collective consumption.
Moving beyond individual consumption theories based primarily on psychology,
collective consumption and new forms of aggregation have entered into the understanding of
consumption and consumer behavior. Various forms of consumption communities have
developed wherein consumers are united in their devotion to a consumption activity or lifestyle.
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These include skydivers (Celsi, Rose and Leigh 1993), mushroom hunters (Fine 1998) and RV
enthusiasts (Peters 2004). One specialized form of consumption community is the brand
community. A brand community has been defined as:
A specialized, non-geographically bound community, based on a structured set of
social relationships among admirers of a brand. It is specialized because at its
center is a branded good or service. Like other communities, it is marked by a
shared consciousness, rituals and traditions, and a sense of moral responsibility
(Muniz and O’Guinn 2001, p. 412)
These collectives have been recognized and studied by practitioners as well as academics
from a wide variety of disciplinary backgrounds (Brown, Kozinets and Sherry 2003;
Cova and Cova 2002; Kozinets 2001; McAlexander, Schouten and Koening 2002). Most
have found that, despite their ostensibly commercial ethos, brand communities share
many properties with more traditional conceptualizations of community. However, many
successful brand communities, unlike traditional notions of a community, transcend
geography and include globally dispersed members. Although, despite the geographical
distance, community members manage to connect and furthermore cultivate
relationships. However, much remains to be learned about this form of marketplace
collective.
Many studies have demonstrated that members of brand communities are capable of
extensive creation of brand content (Brown, Kozinets and Sherry 2003; Muniz and Schau 2007;
Schau and Muniz 2006; Schau, Muniz and Arnould 2009). Indeed, the ascendancy of
communally-embedded, empowered consumers is now a marketplace reality (Flight 2005; Ives
2004; Morrissey 2005). Such customer evangelism goes by many names, including “homebrew
ads” (Kahney 2004), “open source” branding (Garfield 2005) and “vigilante marketing” (Ives
2004). However, while several marketers have begun to actively solicit consumer-generated
content (CGC) for use in advertising campaigns (e.g. Doritos Super Bowl 2009), little if any
research has addressed fan-generated film trailers. Part of the problem may center on uncertainty
concerning the professionalism of the resulting work. Indeed, little work has examined how
successful consumers can be in these endeavors. Are consumers capable of creating content that
resembles, in form, function and intent, film trailers? Can CGC film trailers rival and/or exceed
the quality of firm produced brand content? Does CGC gain new persuasive traction simply by
being consumer-created? Do the ideals of brand content shift with the emergence of consumergenerated brand content?

METHODOLOGY

I used a multi-method approach in researching the collective consumption and CGC
centered on Twilight. I conducted individual interviews face-to-face, electronic facilitated
interviews, surveys, and naturalistic observation – a netnographic (Kozinets 2002) approach of
online community activities dedicated to Twilight. The questions I employed are included in the
Appendix of this thesis. Exhibits 1 - 5 encapsulate the slightly varying versions of the interview
protocol employed for individual interviews and some electronic interviews as well as the survey
I utilized on certain occasions. Table 1 provides a summary of the data collected.
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Table 1
Data Summary
Observation of online Twilight community

9 months

Participant observation of online community

6 months

Extended researcher/member electronic exchanges on forums with
community members

10

Electronic interviews

12

Face-to-Face member interviews

11

In-person administered member surveys

4

Twilight brand community Web sites (fansites)

460

Observation and participant observation of online member posts (based
on TwilightLexicon.com, TwilightersAnonymous.com, Twilighters.org,
TwilightMoms.com, BellaandEdward.com)

1,995,830

Interview Data
A total of eleven individual depth in-person interviews were conducted with consumers
involved in the Twilight brand. Each individual interview (depending on their level of
engagement) lasted between 15 – 30 minutes. Five interviews were conducted with female brand
community members between the ages of 21-22, five other interviews were conducted with
female brand community members between the ages of 15-16, while one other interview was
conducted with a female brand community member at the age of 48. With the first set of
interviews conducted (21-22 year-olds), I utilized the first version of the interview protocol
found in the Appendix under Exhibit 2. The second set of interviews (15-16 year-olds), I used
the next version of the interview protocol found in Exhibit 3; while the last interview was
conducted using the fifth version of our interview protocol. Each protocol was adapted and
reconfigured to capture specific data and to weed out the “bad” questions – to remove the
questions consistently garnering similar answers. Before each in-person interview, a respondent
consent form was signed in order to receive permission to be interviewed and voice recorded.
Once the informant issued her consent, initial screening questions were conducted to assess each
individual’s involvement with the brand thus far.
A total of twelve individual interviews took place online via email. These individuals
were fans who I could not personally interview face-to-face due to location or schedule. I
emailed these consumers the interview protocol, please see Exhibit 4 in the Appendix, and they
electronically filled it out and emailed the document back to me.
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Online Forums
The data collection from online forums and fansites are observational and unobtrusive
(Adler and Adler 1994; Hammersley and Atkinson 1983). The content of consumer-generated
documents and videos posted to the public realm of the World Wide Web were downloaded and
analyzed. Web pages and videos selected for this analysis were limited to those created by
individual users and clubs (i.e. no commercial brand sites), though (representing the blurring of
such distinctions) some of the individuals did sell items on their pages that they had created and
may be in some monetarily insignificant way compensated by the brand (access to free advance
information, etc.). Because these sites represent consumer-to-consumer commerce and are not
under the corporate control of the brand, such pages are considered separate from pages created
by dealerships or resellers. Twilight has over 400 fansites dedicated to this brand. Observing all
possible Twilight related fansites and forums is quite daunting, time-consuming and inefficient;
thus, I have chosen for the purposes of this thesis to focus on the following Twilight related
fansites and their respective forums: The Twilight Lexicon (http://twilightlexicon.com/),
Twilighters.org (http://twilighters.org/), TwilightersAnonymous.com
(http://twilightersanonymous.com/), BellaandEdward.com (www.bellaandedward.com), and
Twilight Moms (www.twilightmoms.com). Since what members post online is public
information, I have collected much of this observational data for my research and edification on
the Twilight community. I corresponded with forum members through private messages on the
Twilight Lexicon, posted questions to the general public on a couple of the sites and gathered the
fans’ responses as part of my research and data. See Exhibit 13 & 14 for screen shots of two
Twilight forums.
Analysis and Interpretation
Interview analysis was performed iteratively, where each interview yielded insights that
were used to inform the set of interviews through a constant comparative method (Lincoln and
Guba 1985). The analysis and interpretation of online data was similarly iterative and constant
comparative. I have focused on two main dimensions of consumer identity: presence of
community identity and presence of self-identity. On the community side, I focus on three main
markers of a brand community as previously defined. I analyze Twilight as a brand community
where members converse collectively and self-express through their consumer-generated
content. To interpret data collected, I compare to the literature previously studied and analyze
where Twilight fits in on the brand community spectrum. I analyze comparatively consumer’s
individual created content and means of self-expression and self-presentation.

FINDINGS

After reviewing relevant literature, iteratively collecting and analyzing online and offline
conversations regarding Twilight, and interpreting individual depth interviews in person, I have
concluded through evident data, that romantic ideals initially attract the consumer, the open text
and “addictiveness” of the novels lead to creation of a brand community, and the brand
community retains the fan and keeps them involved. After analyzing why people become
involved with the Twilight brand, I discuss my relevant findings pertaining to my Thesis focus:
collective consumption and consumer-generated content which includes findings that focus
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particularly on self-expression as well as other consumer-generated content virally disseminated
and distilled within the brand community.
Is Twilight just a modern twist on a classic fairytale? Are girls and women falling in love
with this story because of the “once-upon-a-time” unrealistic setting (a common characteristic
among fairytales) in which a beauty falls in love with a beast and they have their own “happilyever-after” ending? Or perhaps it’s the new Romeo and Juliet – an epic love story yet not as
tragic as the two star-crossed lovers Romeo and Juliet; after all Bella sacrificed her immortality
to be with Edward for eternity. What is more romantic than love literally lasting forever? Has
modern technology leveraged this fairytale newcomer to unprecedented heights of which no
other predecessor could reach? Sure, Cinderella and Beauty and the Beast were widely accepted
among little girls and women all over time and time again, but have they garnered over 400
fansites respectively and initiated consumer-generated content rivaling firm-authored produced
content? Is Twilight appealing to females because of the timeless love story? Is love all it really
takes? I have tried to capture why the female demographic is attracted to Twilight. My research
has concluded there are many reasons; however, the initial attractor and presumably the addictive
ingredient is the male vampire character, Edward, and his love for the female heroine which
turns the Twilight saga into a not-so-classic love story. How many times can Cinderella be
remade? Perhaps, Twilight fulfills the “princess fairytale” quota for the new generation. Maybe,
it’s exactly what they need. While Bella (the narrator) isn’t a perfect role model, she does teach
young women some important ideals: independence, tolerance, equity, love. Twilight fans
instantly fall for the saga before completing the first novel and then rush to finish the remaining
three.
What entices the reader to become so engaged and involved with this brand? Through
interviews, surveys, and observation of participant data online, many are initially attracted to this
brand because of the way Meyer wrote Bella as an open text source. An interview respondent
noted that she could identify with Bella because, “[Bella] gets nervous around Edward, she is
concerned about her appearance, she feels stupid some of the time – things a girl can identify
with.” Tiffany who belongs to many fansites dedicated to Twilight and creates her own
consumer-generated content explains:
“[Bella] is every girl, that is what makes her a great person to read from. We may not
agree with everything she does or thinks, but she is written in such a way, that is easy to
imagine yourself as her… She is the average girl who falls in love and takes a journey to
getting what she wants from her life.”
Girls and women alike read Twilight to see what the hype is about, because it was recommended
from trusted friends and family, or because of the large publicity Twilight has gained; moreover,
they read it and become “addicted” because Bella is open text and they can insert themselves into
the story and remember their first love, remember what it was like to fall in love with their
current husband or boyfriend, or what they think it will be like to fall in love for the first time if
they haven’t already experienced love. They regard Edward as the perfect man because Bella
regards him as the perfect man. A post on TwilightersAnonymous.com (TA) discussed falling in
love for the first time and why Twilight was so attractive to readers. A TA member, Kelly
responded with:
“I am so glad you said it!! I am 33 and can’t understand why I am so obsessed! That is
it! It’s like high school love all over! My husband makes fun of me, but I swear I am 16
again. I feel younger! I felt stupid at first, but couldn’t give it up. I try to find all the new
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info I can on the internet. I sure am glad they didn’t have the internet when I was 16. I
might have been a stalker!! Thanks for saying what so many of us middle aged women
feel about all this! OMG, did I just admit to being middle aged?? WOW.”
Another member, Lacey, felt the same way as Kelly and explained: “I have been feeling so
childish obsessing over these books. Although I have been with ‘My Edward’ for over 6 years
now, I just can’t help but feeling so giddy all over again!” Katie’s response attests to the fact
Bella is open text: “I relate so completely to this story, not because I had or have an Edward of
my own, but because Stephenie makes you feel like Bella in every way.” Member “featherhead”
stated:
“I’m 31 and wondering why I am so fascinated with Twilight. Now I know why. It brings
you back to your first love and it makes you remember how good all those feelings felt.
We still want to feel this way and that’s why we cling to Twilight. We all want what we
might not possibly have now in our life, innocent love. We want to feel young and
desired.”
Amanda explains that if she read Twilight before meeting her current boyfriend, she probably
wouldn’t be with him because Twilight has made her standards and expectations for a guy go
way up; she states: “And I am so glad I found him when I did, because if I wasn’t with him
before Twilight was in my life, then he probably wouldn’t go that far on my standards list.” This
love saga reminds women why they fell in love with their own “Edwards” or creates a desire for
most young women to find this perfect man. Although the big question is: does he exist?
Twilighters or Twihards (the common buzz words for describing Twilight fans)
collectively experience the brand with friends, family, coworkers, teachers and even strangers
through plot deconstruction and character discussions. They consume through digital media,
offline book clubs, and in social gatherings and everyday settings. Consumer-generated content
(CGC) is evident on Twilight forums in the form of fanfiction, fanart, posters, anime, drawings,
banners, avatars, fanmade film trailers, fanmade videos, photos, etc. It has been identified that
fans self-express through Twilight by tattooing themselves with Twilight themes, painting
Twilight related pictures and even creating Twilight personalized Sims characters along with
other forms of self-expression and self-presentation.
Collective Consumption
Twilight fans participate in collective consumption whether it’s talking to friends, family,
or coworkers about the saga or participating in online forums and fansites. Twilight has over four
hundred fansites dedicated to the series; meaning there are millions consuming this literature
together. They discuss the characters, the plot, Meyer’s writing, the first film adaptation, the
upcoming film adaptations, the celebrities playing the famed characters, how Twilight fits into
their lives, how it has changed their lives, etc. They “Twilightize” other media, meaning they
will pick a novel, a TV show, a movie, and translate its story to complement the Twilight
universe. Fans role-play online through various forums; they choose a character and act out a
scenario appropriating the situation to their Twilight characters. Fans collectively consume
consumer-generated content through viral dissemination on the fansites and Twilight dedicated
forums. Consumers discuss the CGC and post comments and feedback for one another. They
upload their fanfiction, fanart, and fanmade videos to share with other community members.
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Fans engage one another and issue their own meaning to challenging topics and questions. They
consume across age cohorts, within their individual age cohort, among cross-gender
counterparts, and within segregated gender boundaries.
Most Twilight fans are initially inspired to read the saga through word-of-mouth
encouragement from those close to them. This spawns their addiction, elicits fan-like qualities,
and retains them to the brand. They begin talking to the ones who recommended the books and
then continue to search out more consumers to engage with. They talk to friends, family,
coworkers, fellow classmates, roommates, teachers, and even strangers. The ardent fans will
search online and find other outlets to express their love and fascination and even some their hate
for Twilight. They join forums, select a screen name, and create avatars and “sigs” to
differentiate themselves from the other members. Fans create avatars to share with other
community members. Avatars are banners with photos and phrases that are permanently attached
to each online posting.
Fans meet each other at Twilight events: local bookstore events, national conferences,
book release parties, movie release parties, DVD release parties, Twilight themed “proms,”
sleepovers, book signings, book readings, etc. Consumers create their own T-shirts decorated to
represent their passion for Twilight. They become brand ambassadors and offer a unique version
of affiliate marketing for Twilight by consuming in mass groups, wearing their t-shirts outside
the community, posting Twilight related content on their personal Web site or blog space which
all leads to vigilante marketing (Muniz 2007; Schau 2007). The fans are consuming and
representing the community and simultaneously the brand outside of the defined community
boundaries evoking a sense of brand ambassadorship and affiliate marketing. Tangible groups
are sprouting up in high schools across the country. Along with Key Club and National Honor
Society events, club members are dedicating their time to Twilight events and planning trips to
Forks, WA (where the story takes place). At preparatory schools where high school students
have a hard time distinguishing themselves from the identical school uniforms of their peers, it is
common to find Twilight paraphernalia adorning backpacks, decorating lockers, and Twilight
discussions becoming the last whispers overheard through the halls as the teens head into class.
Whether consuming Twilight online or offline, it is done collectively and the consumer’s
devotion is often translated into affiliative and vigilante marketing through their efforts of
collectively engaging other fans and members outside the community. Even the author,
Stephenie Meyer, participates in collective consumption in both offline and online environments
and not solely to promote her brand, but to uphold brand integrity.
Meyer not only inspires collective consumption for her readers, but encourages fan
engagement and collectively consumes her own novels with devoted fans. Deliberate
encouragement of vigilante marketing (Muniz and Schau 2007) to promote the Twilight Saga
began with a few fervent fans who initially read Meyer’s books and wanted more, a common
theme among the Twilight readers. Meyer causally encouraged these fans initially just by being a
reachable and responsive author. In 2005, Meyer’s publisher set up a Web site dedicated to
Stephenie Meyer and Twilight; however, Meyer felt this site did not fit her personality and she
wanted to make the site more personal and informative for her fans. So she constructed her own
Web site and engaged fans by posting a biography, personal pictures, Twilight event pictures,
and any and all information on Twilight. She also allowed visibility and access to her email
address on this site in the beginning of her career (Green, 2008).
Meyer’s open communication style sparked numerous conversations with the Twilight
fan base and ultimately led to the creation of the greatest and most well-known fansite for
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Twilight: the Twilight Lexicon (Green, 2008). Lori Joffs (also known as “Alphie” on her site)
began exchanging emails with Meyer in early 2006 after reading a comment Meyer posted on
Joffs’ fanfiction. Joffs explained to Meyer her desire to start a Web site that would organize the
facts, the characters, the story, etc. into one site. Meyer replied with her blessing, enthusiasm,
and willingness to help fill the gaps. Thus began the Twilight Lexicon (now drawing over 30,000
fans daily) and a friendship between Lexicon creator and Twilight author. Joffs and Meyer
instantly connected and maintained a friendship to the point where in the summer of 2006 Meyer
hired Joffs as an editor for the third book in the series, Eclipse. Meyer took the liberty to address
her fans on a forum of the fansite Bella Penombra with her usual lengthy explanation:
“Some might wonder why, since I have four professional editors assigned to different
parts of my editing process, I would need someone else. Well, what I needed was a friend
to help with my editing, rather than a distant and busy professional…. Many of you know
how I "met" Alphie. Back when there were only 20 stories on the Twilight page of
fanfiction.net, I used to read a little of what was being written about Twilight. I was
drawn to Alphie's "The Lion and the Lamb," because I happened to be working on the
same project--rewriting Twilight from Edward's perspective. Though her version was
entirely different from mine, I was impressed with her skill and style. I gave her a review
(something I'd never done before) and she contacted me. I was thrilled with her idea for
the Lexicon, and I gave her every assistance that I could. Emailing was too slow, so I
suggested that we talk on the phone. The first time we were on the phone we talked for
hours and hours about all kinds of things, Twilight-related and otherwise. It turned out
that we had an amazing amount in common, and we were in sync from the very
beginning. I've had a few people morph from "fans" to "friends," and this happened very
naturally with Alphie. …she would read my chapters within hours and get back to me
with these helpful comments while the chapter was still fresh in my head. She was so
helpful, in fact, that I began to crave her help on my real work, Eclipse. The looming
rewrite of Eclipse was keeping me up at night, and the idea of having someone to discuss
all the craziness was too appealing to resist. She agreed to help me.” (Stephenie Meyer as
quoted on Bella Penombra forum, 2006).
The Lexicon is just one example and a very striking one of Meyer taking part in fan engagement
and collective consumption of her writings on her own accord. Meyer is even attracting fans not
in the target demographic. A 35-year-old Lisa Hansen (Green, 2008) created
TwilightMOMS.com as a fan site where only adults could come and discuss Twilight. To sign
up, you have to be either 25-years or older, a mother, or married. Meyer has visited this site on
occasion and has 188 posts. She replies to questions, comments on others’ remarks, and adds her
own input. The fan base is extremely pleased when they see a post from Meyer. They feel
honored she would even attempt to join their conversations. The fans feel more engaged; like
there is an authentic feel to each thread Meyer has visited. There are numerous threads dedicated
to Stephenie either asking her specific questions or wanting to know her recommended top reads,
with fans just hoping she will make a visit.
The Twilight Nexus was created after the Twilight novel left a 21-year-old Heather
Erickson wanting more. She felt she had nowhere or no one to turn to after falling so hard for
Edward and Bella’s love story. Erickson wanted to connect to other avid fans and share her love
for Twilight; thus her creation of the Twilight Nexus. Erickson’s husband made contact with
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Meyer in 2006, requesting a galley copy of New Moon. Meyer was more than happy to accept
the request (Green 2008). For a fan to reach out directly to the author, hear back directly from
that author and to have received a galley copy of her soon-to-be released book, is something
most fans would dream of. Meyer takes a certain consideration with her fans and hasn’t let her
fame lead to arrogance. Meyer wants to contribute to her fans just as they have contributed to her
brand.
This aggressive collective consumption among the fans of Meyer’s work has created a
phenomenon of over 400 fan sites dedicated to the vampire-human-werewolf triangle. Meyer
promotes every Twilight fan site on her official Web site (www.stepheniemeyer.com) and
ultimately promotes the collective consumption. She even likes to take part in the collectivity
and has been noted to comment on a user’s fanfiction. Meyer even uses her fans as inspirations
for character names:
“I can't visit every Twilight site, but, again, I'd rather visit a few than visit none. I can't
use everybody's names in my stories, but when I'm searching for a name and one stands
out to me on a message board, I'm going to snatch it up. Also, when I need a name for a
throw away role (a dead person's name in a newspaper perhaps, ha ha), it's more fun to
use fans' names (if they don't mind being dead) than to go through the phone book. That's
why there's a thread for name suggestions on the Lexicon. I go there first. That doesn't
mean I won't turn to the phone book if I can't find anything that fits the picture in my
head.
I adore my fans. I am the hugest fan of my fans. I can't believe people are so excited
about my books. It seems like it must be fake, some kind of dream. I want so much to
keep in contact with them and enjoy their company when I can, but I can only do this so
often, and I can only interact with just that small percentage” (Stephenie Meyer as quoted
on Bella Penombra forum, 2006).
Before the Twilight craze really took off, the early adopters didn’t have a place online to go to
satisfy their Twilight craving while waiting for the release of the next book in the series. The
creator of the Twilight Lexicon read Twilight in February of 2006 and after finishing the novel,
her next destination was the internet. The only thing she found was Meyer’s own Web site and a
few live journals that were lacking in members. She claimed the obsession didn’t completely set
in until Fanfiction.net included a Twilight section for their users. This is where Meyer came and
often read many fans’ stories and even commented on Joffs’ story, one from Edward’s
perspective. Meyer and Joffs began communicating. Joffs as quoted on the Lexicon she created,
“Basically from there on in, if I asked it, she [Stephenie Meyer] answered it and then
some. Often times she would answer questions I hadn’t even asked. It was as if she was begging
to get this information out to her fans and at long last someone was willing to help. I gladly took
up the roll, enlisting the help of my on-line Harry Potter, and now Twilight, friend Imogen, and
voila! The Twilight Lexicon was born!” Joffs has made public her personal correspondence
between her and Meyer on the Twilight Lexicon site. This provides a sense of authenticity; a
realism and confirmation of the how the site got its roots and where the information came from.
Through a personal correspondence letter posted in this section of the site, we learn Meyer
contributed deleted scenes and certain outtakes to a fan group on MySpace. Joffs explains in
April of 2006, “I sent a grumbling e-mail to Stephenie a while back mentioning how the folks
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over at MySpace have been treated several times to extra bits of scenes and such from
unpublished sections of her books. Being the very gracious and fair author that she is, and
knowing that I probably wouldn’t shut up until she gave me something, Stephenie sent me this
little out take for everyone to read here at the lexicon.” Meyer has cultivated authentic
relationships with her fans. She facilitates in collective consumption and offers her fans the facts
about each character so the fansites are as true to brand as possible.
Meyer engaged fans both online and offline. In 2006, her involvement with fans moved
from participating in online forums to meeting fans in person. Meyer arranged Twilight parties,
specifically “I Love Edward” parties (Green 2008) through various bookstores and libraries.
These events soon brought fans traveling across the country. In the fall of 2006, during a book
signing for New Moon, a college student recommended that Meyer should organize a Twilight
prom (Green 2008). She took this suggestion to her publishers and they organized an event.
Meyer promoted her Eclipse prom online and after six hours it was completely sold out. They
added a second prom which soon took after the first (Green 2008). The proms took place in
Tempe, AZ, while hundreds of satellite proms and international proms around the world
occurred around the same time. Meyer includes pictures of this promotional event on her Web
site along with the pictures fans sent in from their satellite proms and international proms.
Meyers also includes pictures from her book tours with the many fans she meets along the way.
Meyer created a collection of photos from Breaking Dawn release parties across the country on
her Web site. This collective consumption offered fans insight of what was taking place around
them and how others were celebrating the release of Breaking Dawn. Meyer’s Web site as well
as other fansites breaks any barrier between fans and leverages collective consumption. Meyer
exposes Twilight information to her readers in a personal context; in a way which other authors,
marketers, companies, etc. have had a hard time accomplishing. If consumers have a vested
interest in a brand, they care about all facets of that brand. Consumers want to feel empowered –
they like to take a part of the brand and make it their own; very similar in what fans do with their
own fanfiction.
Upon the release of New Moon, Meyer was inspired by questions and comments on the
Twilight Lexicon to write New Moon “Extras.” She claims, “So many people were curious about
what exactly Rosalie said to Edward during that fateful phone call. Here is that short section of
New Moon from Edward’s perspective.” After finding a trend online of fans ascribing negative
motives and dark personality traits to Jacob’s character, Meyer created a document “Being Jacob
Black” to offer readers a better and more well-rounded perspective of Jacob’s intentions. Like
any brand who commits to co-creation, marketers have to pay attention to consumers’ feedback
and decide which actions to take to either quell negative comments or to inject a new and better
understanding of what the marketers want to invoke. Meyer does the same thing in this case. She
is surprised and almost caught off guard with the feedback from her audience, or her consumers.
So she takes proper action to ensure her vision is portrayed in the right manner. She does
everything she can to maintain the integrity of her brand; of her characters and her story. If
providing fans with something “extra” or something more will help her fans understand, then
Meyer will take those necessary steps to preserve her story and her characters’ reputations. If
Meyer is so concerned with preserving her vision of the story and the characters, does consumer
generated content such as fanfiction bother Meyer since it is compromising her story? Meyer
doesn’t worry about the fanfiction compromising her brand; yet she encourages these fans to
write for themselves; to be able to claim their own story. She applauds their creativeness and
hopes this outlet will lead them to invest in their own writing and personal stories and characters
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at some point. Meyer’s response from a question about fans wanting an alternate ending for
Breaking Dawn (the fourth and final book) in an interview with Time: “If there is a fantastic story
in your head, go write it down, because that’s the thing – a lot of these kids are so creative and there
might be a story in that for them that they can make into their own world and own characters. Go for it. I
really do appreciate how much they care and I think they are really fabulously talented people. And
maybe that need they feel for some different ending is because they have a story in them” (Meyer, Time
Interview, 2008).

Meyer’s Twilight even attracted Hollywood. When MTV Films, Paramount, and
Maverick Films bought the rights to Twilight the film, Meyer engaged fans by speaking about the
possibility of the novel coming to life on the big screen and of which particular actors she
envisions for the film. She wanted feedback from her fans and created a separate email address
which fans could use to send their personal actor suggestions (Meyer 2005). Summit
Entertainment eventually bought the rights to the film from MTV, Paramount and Maverick and
used Meyer as a catalyst for success; Summit wanted to keep Meyer’s vision consistent and
Meyer wanted to ensure her brand would not be compromised for the sake of her fans. Did
Summit listen to the fans? Is this how to make a franchise successful?
The desire to connect has leveraged Twilight into a mainstream brand as popular, some
argue more popular than Harry Potter. The desire for connection and engagement does not only
stem from the endless fans of Twilight, commonly known as Twilghters or Twihards, but from
the author herself and from the entity creating the novel into a motion picture. Meyer craves
connection. She wishes she could answer every fan letter, partake more on the forums and the
fan sites, and be attentive to each fan. However, that is not a realistic goal. Summit
Entertainment realizes the success of their Twilight franchise is in the hands of the Twihards.
They take note of what the fans are saying and wanted Meyer close to the project to achieve the
closest adaption from the book to the screen as possible.
Has Meyer’s success with vigilante marketing, collective consumption, and fan
engagement caught on with other authors? Will they begin engaging in online brand
communities where the fans are omnipresent and forming the community behind that brand?
Twilight is a phenomenon, some authors may try to recreate that phenomenon through marketing
tactics, while others will simply write their story and see how it takes with the fanbase.
Consumer Generated Content
Twilight fans have incorporated their ardent zest and love for the Twilight saga into their
very personal hobbies. Why is this? Why are fans inspired by Twilight to weave the characters,
the story, the plot into their hobbies such as drawing, painting, filming, writing, etc.? Most
forums devoted to these vampiric novels contain a topic with multiple threads dedicated to
fanart, fanfiction, and fanmade videos and movie trailers. YouTube alone hosts thousands of
fanmade content. Fanfiction.net is home to many Twilighters who host their personal fanfiction
based on the Twilight characters and/or story line. Tiffany Dalton, a nineteen-year-old Australian
and famous for her fanmade trailers (particularly the New Moon trailer which has garnered over
six million views), tapped into Twilight’s fanbase to get her work noticed. Tiffany and I
corresponded via email regarding specific Twilight related questions. She remarks about the
reasoning behind her Twilight fanmade trailers:
“For a long time now I have wanted to work in editing; so making a trailer was
something I have always wanted to do. After I made that video, I gathered much more
footage and spent a lot more effort into the next installment in the series. I actually have
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many other videos that are not Twilight related, but would have to say that I have been
very lucky in that the Twilight saga phenomenon has gotten so many people interested in
my hobby I do in my spare time.”
Tiffany has also drawn pictures of which she entered in a Breaking Dawn release contest and
earned 2nd place. Her hobby is something she ultimately wants to turn into a career. Tiffany
knows she wants to work in cinema and these fanmade trailers give her practice and constructive
criticism, but mostly they give her fame within the community. A very popular fansite:
TwilightersAnonymous.com (TA) produces daily eNewsletters to their subscribed fans and
Tiffany’s New Moon trailer has been the number one requested fanmade video. TA has “Fan
Video Sunday” where they showcase the most popular trailers and/or fanmade videos. The April
19th, 2009 edition of “Fan Video Sunday: New Moon Trailer” stated: “We’ve had a New Moon
trailer made by Tiffany before, but so many people have been emailing TA with this video, that
we decided to use it again” (http://twilightersanonymous.com/fan-video-sunday-april-19th-newmoon-fan-trailer.html). Fans can then leave comments on this page. I Found MY Edward
responded: “Tiffany666 is just incredible, she definitely has the best fan-made trailers out there.
ALL her stuff is fantastic, if you haven’t seen all her videos, I HIGHLY recommend them!! I
can’t wait to see what she comes out with next!!!!” TheColdWoman responded: “That gave me
chills. I LOVE the music as it builds to 0:50 when it breaks out with the drums, etc. And I love
the bell tolling and the howl at the end. Also the clip from The Covenant with the guys on a cliff
with the moon behind them just before ‘The Cullens aren’t the only family with a secret’. And
the hooded guy you just get a glimpse of as he turns and the close up of the wolf eyes. Yeah,
chills. Summit needs to get Tiffany on staff, stat!” Jessica responded: “This always has been,
and always will be, my favorite fan made New Moon trailer. It’s so well put together. It seems
like a real trailer that Summit would put out. When the tension and music builds and everything
starts to unravel and the ending, they’re just the best.” Tiffany has 14,295 subscribers to her
YouTube channel, tiffanyd666, with over 280,000 channel views. She creates her own
backgrounds using Photoshop. Tiffany was featured as number one on ReelzChannel’s “New
Moon Trailer: Top 5 Fanmade Mashups” which was voted by Twilight fans. The New Moon
movie site, www.newmoonmovie.org, features Tiffany’s trailers until the official New Moon
trailer is released. Tiffany’s channel was even featured in a news article in early March by site
Boxwish.com titled, “Fan-made trailer for New Moon earns approval of Twilight fans.”
Tiffany’s fame has stemmed from her immense talents, yet, it has also catapulted because of the
strength of the Twilight brand community.
Tiffany and other fans creating these trailers are rivaling the professionally produced,
studio-made movie trailers. They are also creating a huge fanbase behind their work. Does
Summit Entertainment, LLC (production studio for the Twilight franchise) pay attention to the
fans and the content they are creating? Do they learn what aspects the fans like/don’t like?
Catherine Hardwicke, director of the Twilight, discussed casting for the lead roles Bella and
Edward at UCLA and claimed she did listen to fans and took a lot of feedback from those fans to
Summit. She would pay attention to a few forums and saw that fans initially reacted very
negatively to Robert Pattinson playing Edward, but slowly warmed up to him. They also had
hesitations with Taylor Lautner playing Jacob Black and how he would “beef up” and grow to be
six feet tall during New Moon (http://www.tft.ucla.edu/news/event/575-twilight-screening_qa/).
Summit takes these concerns into consideration; however, they have to ultimately make a
decision that best represents all parties involved which oftentimes can be a daunting task. It’s
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quite impossible to listen to every single fan’s input. Today, brands are realizing this problem
with social media dictating the landscape of consumer interaction and consumer control.
With today’s technology so easily accessible, normal, everyday people can create art, posters,
photos, movies, trailers, etc. that rival firm authored content. It was evident in Tiffany’s case and
many other fans alike. Ultimate Twihards are too eager to wait for the studio to officially release
New Moon propaganda that they create their own media to “hold them over” essentially.
Browsing the internet for Twilight related content, it becomes harder to discern what is firm
authored and what is fanmade. A note from TA on “Fan Made New Moon Movie Posters,
Edward and Bella” released March 6th, 2009, states: “These incredible posters have been
circulating around the internet like crazy. Many people have even believed they are official New
Moon promotional posters. Alas, they are not official Summit posters. These are the work of
creative genius, smirks_works over at Livejournal” (http://twilightersanonymous.com/fan-madenew-moon-movie-posters-bella-and-edward.html). Mylene responded: “These are absolutely
perfect for this movie adaptation. Especially the BELLA one, because it represents her solitude,
confusion, and the overall atmosphere of the book extremely well. Two thumbs up to the artist!
These should be submitted to Summit Entertainment to be considered as the official posters.”
Mylene’s response is similar to Emily’s: “If Summit has any brains, they will pay for these
pictures and try to utilize them in their maniacal promoting of this movie!!!!!” The posters
(pictured in the Appendix: Exhibit 6) are not officially from Summit; however, many fans feel
they could be official movie posters for New Moon. Is this an opportunity Summit can capitalize
on or have they closed the bridge of open dialogue between consumer and brand?
While CGC pertaining to fanmade movie trailers and fanmade movie posters can create a
connection with the firm, Summit, and spark dialogue with the overwhelming number of fans;
fanart, fanfiction, and other forms of self-expression and self-presentation are considered
consumer-generated content created for the individual fan or to share with their counterparts. The
Twilight saga has elicited an outbreak of individual expression. From drawing, painting, writing,
to getting tattoos and knitting socks; each fan represents their love for the saga in unique forms.
Much like Tiffany, a fan used Twilight as inspiration for her hobby, except this time it was
knitting. Flickr.com user “tapithaspike” uploaded a picture of a pair of Eclipse socks she knitted
based on the ribbon from the cover of the third novel of Meyer’s series (see Exhibit 8 in the
Appendix). Her caption under the picture stated: “Finally I got a hot shot of my Eclipse Socks!
It’s hard to take pictures of your own feet… let me tell you. Now if I could only find out what
size shoe Stephenie Meyer wears… I could send her a pair…”
(http://www.flickr.com/photos/87905607@N00/2742891734/in/set-72157606490235163/).
During an interview with a Twilight fan, I saw a painting she was working on based on
the cover of New Moon. She also created the Cullen’s (Edward’s family) into Sims characters for
the Sims computer game. Her self-expression has stemmed from her love of Edward, the main
vampire and Bella’s lover, and admiration of the Cullen’s. Other forms of self-expression have
included body tattoos. “Mcullenvamp” a Twilight fan who posted on TA regarding her obsession
of Twilight states: “I now have submerged myself into complete Twilight insanity!! I have the
Cullen Crest tattooed on my side, with “Twilight” on my wrist and the eclipse ribbon on my left
shoulder. My license plates say “TMCULLEN” along with Twilight license plate frames and
Twilight decals on two windows, and “I run with vampires” on the other one. I even tried to buy
a jeep like Emmett’s but was unsuccessful!” “Mcullenvamp” is completely defined within the
Twilight brand community. She subscribes to the brand norms and identifies herself as a
community member. Moreover, she sustains and upholds the markers of a brand community
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(O’Guinn 2001; Muniz 2001) by participating in the brand’s social constructions, aligning her
beliefs with that of the community and therefore being able to recognize any outsiders due to
their lack of community identification.
Consumer-generated content in the Twilight brand community including forms of selfexpression and self-presentation are not uncommon in most recognized and established brand
communities. It has been documented that members of brand communities are capable of such
extensive creation of brand content (Brown, Kozinets and Sherry 2003; Schau and Muniz 2006).
Most fans who are deeply involved and engaged with Twilight have obsessive-like behavioral
characteristics and were heavily involved with some other medium. Many Twilight fans behaved
this way with Harry Potter and self-expressed with many of the same mannerisms. Celeste
posted on TA that she was a huge fan of Harry Potter and has two tattoos to showcase her love
of the magical series. She was hesitant to read Twilight because she claimed, “I felt if I loved
Twilight more than Harry Potter, I would be betraying my roots.” However, she gave in and thus
the outcome became: “I was in love. With the books. With the characters. With Edward. So you
ask, how has Twilight changed my life? It has become a part of my daily vocabulary. I seriously
probably find any reason to talk about it. I actually converted 2 other people to twilightism
(which is what I call it lol). I’ve already been to forks, and I own more [merchandise] than I ever
thought I would about a book.” Twilight community members have their own code, their own
common language that outside members wouldn’t necessarily understand. Consumer-generated
content is one facet of how the community members communicate and express their Twilight
devotion with one another and it also becomes an outlet for Twilight members to exercise their
creative passions and hobbies.

CONCLUSION
Stephenie Meyer, author of the popular vampire novels Twilight, New Moon, Eclipse and
Breaking Dawn, has gained legendary success from a simple yet complex dream that took her
imagination into new depths and allowed her creative juices to flow through a summertime
writing project. This “project” of Meyer’s launched her writing career a mere six months later
and turned into a cultural phenomenon soon thereafter. What makes the Twilight saga so
successful? Meyer has encouraged fan engagement by directly engaging with her fans and being
part of the collective consumption. Collective consumption occurs online and offline, in small
settings with friends and family, to large fansites with over 500 topics to participate in. Twilight
is a recognized brand with a recognized community behind it. Community members are
predominately female and nurture their need for Twilight by cultivating relationships with the
brand community and members of the community recognized in the research on brand
communities conducted by Muñiz and O’Guinn (2001): consciousness of kind, rites and rituals,
and moral responsibility. Twilight members recognize who is inside the brand community and
who is classified as an outsider. They subscribe to an affiliative identity where they talk in a
collective manner and group themselves together. Community members feel a moral
responsibility to the brand by defending their passion and devotion to Twilight. Members have
their own collective language that outsiders wouldn’t quite understand. It is their code-speak
which moves effortlessly between members but might sound a bit choppy to an outside
community member.
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Twilight fans engage in consumer collectives for the Twilight saga which include
experience based consumption such as a collective trip to Forks, WA; an official Twilight event;
an Eclipse prom hosted by Stephenie Meyer and Twilight events at the local bookstore. Fans
engage in lifestyle based consumption by aligning the brand and products related to the brand
with their lifestyle. For example some have purchased a car that was in the Twilight saga and
some have tattooed their bodies of Twilight images and phrases to show the outside world the
depth of their engagement. Fans engage in brand based consumption by completely subscribing
to that brand and consuming Twilight based products. Fans primarily engage in web-community
based consumption by discussing the saga and talking about the characters, the plot, the author,
the movies, the music, etc. all online. Fans act accordingly to brand and community standards.
They follow the rules and regulations posted on the fansites regarding the specific content one
can or cannot post in a particular thread. These brand community norms become ingrained into a
fan’s behavior. Twilight is a powerful brand community that allows collective consumption to
develop into personal transformation and consumer empowerment.
The Twilight community provides ample room for a fan’s personal transformation and
consumer empowerment which is often demonstrated through effective consumer-generated
communications. The consumer-generated content is collectively created, disseminated and
distilled within a strong consumer controlled brand community. The data reveal much about
consumer-to-consumer communications, including consumers’ sophistication and agility in
mimicking the conventions of film advertising in order to invest the brand with the meanings
they seek. Consumers are quite adept at appropriating and mimicking the styles, tropes, logic and
grammar of film trailers and official film posters. Consumers infuse their Twilight passion into
individual hobbies and self-express using this approach. Twilight consumers demonstrate
mastery of self-presentation and express their devotion to Twilight through their writings,
paintings, drawings, photos, videos, posters, banners, knitting, tattoos, computer backgrounds,
jewelry making, and much more. Consumers take a brand and make it their own through selfexpression and consumer-generated content. It is a way for them to connect to the brand and
have some control over it. Consumers can write their own ending if unsatisfied with Meyer’s on
fanfiction.net, they can create trailers for the movies not yet produced to quell their emptiness
and give them something to look forward to, consumers can draw and paint how they see the
characters if unhappy with the celebrities representing them, they can create and customize the
brand to their own standards and then have conversations and share this creativity with the
community. Twilight is a unique and overwhelming brand community of which there is still
much to explore. Further research can include tracking the behaviors of the current brand
community during the film production of the next installments. Do the fans remain attached to
the community? How have they leveraged their CGC to attract more fans? Does Summit pay
attention to the brand loyalists and their input for the Twilight film franchise?
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APPENDIX
Exhibit 1:
Used prior to the in-person interviews:
Screening and Initial Questions: Twilight

Questions Regarding Twilight Engagement:
1. Have you read Twilight?

Yes

No

2. Have you read New Moon?

Yes

No

3. Have you read Eclipse?

Yes

No

4. Have you read Breaking Dawn?

Yes

No

5. Have you read Midnight Sun?

Yes

No

6. Have you seen the film Twilight?

Yes

No

7. Have you talked about the books with a friend?

Yes

No

8. Have you talked about the books with multiple friends?

Yes

No

9. Have you ever searched the Internet for Twilight?

Yes

No

10. Have you researched Twilight books or films online?

Yes

No

11. Have you visited Stephenie Meyer’s official website?

Yes

No

12. Have you visited a Twilight fansite?

Yes

No

13. Have you posted on a Twilight fansite?

Yes

No

35‐54

55‐74

Questions Regarding Informant:
1. Circle the category that best describes you.
Male

Female

2. Circle the category that best describes your age.
Under 16

16‐18

18‐24

25‐34

3. Circle the category that best describes your education.
Some High School High School

Some College

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME!
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College

Exhibit 2:
Interview Protocol V1
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL:
Which of the novels have you read?
How many times?
Have you seen the Twilight movie?
How many times?
Do you plan to see the next movie, New Moon?
Do you participate in any Twilight fan forums?
If so, which ones and how often do you participate?
How and when did you initially become turned on to the Twilight series?
Who do you talk to about Twilight? Friends, family, coworkers, students, classmates, strangers, etc?
If they read all the books:
How did you feel about Bella’s reluctance to marry Edward? Why do you think Bella didn’t want to get married at first? Do you
think it has to do with religion?
How do you feel about Bella’s decision to become a vampire?
What do you perceive as Bella’s expected role in society as a 17-year-old? A daughter, a student, a mother, a lover, etc? Does
she struggle with this? Is Bella performing these roles well?
Would you call Bella a feminist? Why/why not?
Is Bella strong? Competent? How do we know?
Why does Bella love Edward? How do we know?
Why does Edward love Bella? How do we know?
Why does Jacob love Bella? How do we know?
Book/Movie:
What differences did you find in the movie compared to the book, Twilight?
Do you feel the characters chosen for the movie accurately represent Stephenie Meyer’s characters in the books?
Do you identify with Bella in the movie, the book, or both?
Why do you identify with her? Which qualities?
Did you attend any midnight release parties for the movie premiere?
Do you now own the DVD?
Dualisms:
Do you think Bella gave up her freedom or independence when she made the decision to marry Edward? Why or why not?
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How do you perceive Bella’s sense of independence? Do you think she is controlled by Edward?
How do you feel about Bella going from complete independence prior to meeting Edward to depending on Edward? Did you
think when she became a vampire she earned some of her independence back through her own unique power at the end of the 4th
book?
Do you find the concept of good and evil present in the Twilight books? Explain how you feel about the Cullen vampires – can
something inherently evil be good?
How do you feel about immortality? Does the fact that Bella makes a choice between mortality/immortality attract you?
Do you find vampires attractive? Why or why not?
Do you find Bella’s state of being in between mortality and immortality attractive, scary, ambiguous?
How do you explain Bella’s initial feelings of hatred toward Edward and then love for Edward?
Do you find werewolves attractive? Why or why not?
Explain how you feel about Bella’s relationship with Jacob. How does she decide if it’s love or friendship?
Do love and immortality complement each other? Will Bella’s and Edward’s love literally last forever?
Does it bother you that Bella, a child, is taking care of her father by cooking him meals each night and acting domestically when
she is the daughter? How do you feel about a child acting as an adult at Bella’s age?
CGC:
Have you contributed any type of consumer-generated content? i.e. fan art, fan made trailers, fan fiction, etc.
If so, tell me about what you have contributed, how or where you have displayed it and who you share it with.
Do you go on fansites or YouTube or other media to look at other’s consumer generated content?
If so, what do you like the most and do you comment on or share other fan’s content?
If participated in fan forums:
Which topics do you contribute the most to and who do you participate with?
Have you made friends through the forums that you talk to on a regularly basis or have met in person?
Do you buy Twilight fan merchandise? If so, what have you bought?
Have you participated in any Twilight events such as book parties/events, movie release parties, DVD release parties, etc?
Do you wish to meet Stephenie Meyer? What is one question you would like to ask her?
Those who have not read the books but have seen Twilight:
Did you find the story compelling enough to make you want to see the next movie, New Moon?
Could you identify with Bella? Why or why not?
Dualisms (go through those questions above).
Has the movie made you want to read the books? Do you plan to read them?
What made you want to see the movie?
Did you become involved with any fansites or forums after seeing the movie? If so, which forums and what do you do on the
fansites?
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Exhibit 3:
Interview Protocol V2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

Social Practices and Value Creation in the Twilight Brand Community
Broad Interview Protocol
What inspires you to read the Twilight saga?
Have you read the stories multiple times? How many times have you read each book? the saga? Why?
Describe Bella. What does she mean to you?
Would you call Bella a feminist? Why/why not?
Is Bella strong? Competent? How do we know?
How do you perceive Bella’s sense of independence? Is she controlled by Edward? Did she give up any of her
independence during the saga?
How do you feel about Bella’s decision to become a vampire?
Do you find Bella’s state of being in between mortality and immortality attractive, scary, ambiguous, etc?
What do you perceive as Bella’s expected role in society as a 17‐year‐old? A daughter, a student, a mother, a lover,
etc? Doe she struggle with this? Is Bella performing these roles well?
Does it bother you that Bella, a child is taking care of her father by cooking him meals and acting domestically when
she is the daughter? How do you feel about a child acting as an adult at Bella’s age?
Describe Jacob. What does he mean to you?
Do you find werewolves attractive? Why/why not?
Describe Edward. What does he mean to you?
Do you find vampires attractive? Why/why not?
Do you find the concept of good and evil present in the Twilight saga? Explain how you feel about the Cullen vampires
– can something inherently evil be good?
Why does Bella love Edward? How do we know?
Why does Edward love Bella? How do we know?
Why does Jacob love Bella? How do we know?
Explain how you feel about Bella’s relationship with Jacob. How does Bella decide if it’s love or friendship she feels for
Jacob?
Which character do you identify with? Why?
Who do you like best, Edward or Jacob? Why?
Have you recommended friends and relatives read the book? Who? Why?
Do you visit website devoted to Twilight? Which? Why?
Do you post online content? What? Why?
Have you created any fan fiction, fan videos, fan movie trailers? Describe.
Do you participate in a reading group?
Have you seen the film? What did you think of it?
Do you visit the official website? Why?
Do you visit YouTube regarding Twilight? Why?
Have you created or participated in a Twilight event? Describe.
Do you own any Twilight merchandise?
Are you a huge fan of Stephenie Meyer? What is one question you would ask her if you got the chance to meet the
author?
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐Movie Only‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
What made you want to see the movie?
Did you find the story compelling enough to make you want to see the next movie, New Moon? How so?
Did you identify with any of the characters? Who?
Describe Bella. What does she mean to you?
Would you call Bella a feminist? Why/why not?
Is Bella strong? Competent? How do we know?
Describe Edward. What does he mean to you?
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40. Do you find vampires attractive? Why/why not?
41. Do you find the concept of good and evil present in the Twilight movie? Explain how you feel about the Cullen
vampires – can something inherently evil be good?
42. Why does Bella love Edward? How do we know?
43. Why does Edward love Bella? How do we know?
44. Has the movie made you want to read the books?
45. Did you visit any websites before or after you saw the movie? Which ones? Why?
46. Do you own any Twilight merchandise?
47. Have you created or participated in a Twilight event? Describe.
48. Have you contributed any fan fiction, fan made trailers, fan art? Describe.
49. Have you recommended friends, family to see the movie? Who? Why?

Exhibit 4:
Interview Protocol V5
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Social Practices and Value Creation in the Twilight Brand Community
Broad Interview Protocol
What inspires you to read the Twilight saga? How did you hear about it? Who do you talk to about the saga?
Have you read the stories multiple times? How many times have you read each book? the saga? Why?
Do you consider yourself obsessed with the Twilight saga? In what way? Why?
Have you ever been obsessed with anything else? What? why?
Describe any self‐expression Twilight has elicited. (e.g. tattoo, painting, drawing, writing, filming, photos, etc.)
Why did you choose that form to self‐express?
What is so attractive about these books? Why are people reading them over and over again?
Describe Bella. What does she mean to you?
Can we trust Bella as a narrator?
Bella says she is plain, yet she has multiple invitations to the prom. How can this be?
Would you call Bella a feminist? Why/why not?
Is Bella independent? Is she controlled by Edward? Did she give up any of her independence during the saga? Did she
gain independence in the saga?
Describe Jacob. What does he mean to you?
Are Jacob and Bella equal in their relationship? How do we know?
Describe Edward. What does he mean to you?
Are Edward and Bella equal in their relationship? How do we know?
Do you find vampires attractive? Why/why not?
Which character do you identify with? Why?
Who do you like best, Edward or Jacob? Why?
Have you recommended friends and relatives read the book? Who? Why?
Do you visit website devoted to Twilight? Which? Why?
Do you post online content? What? Why?
Have you created any fan fiction, fan videos, fan movie trailers? Describe.
Do you participate in a reading group?
Have you seen the film? What did you think of it?
Do you visit the official website? Why?
Do you visit YouTube regarding Twilight? Why?
Have you created or participated in a Twilight event? Describe.
Do you own any Twilight merchandise?
Are you a huge fan of Stephenie Meyer? What is one question you would ask her if you got the chance to meet the
author?
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Exhibit 5:
Twilight Questionnaire
Twilight Questionnaire
1. How did you hear about the Twilight series?
a) Friends
b) Family
c) Coworkers
d) Internet
a. Which site(s)? _______________________________________
e) Television
f) Other
2. How many times have you read Twilight?
a) 0
b) 1-2
c) 2-3
d) 3-6
e) 6 +

3. How many times have you read New Moon?
a) 0
b) 1-2
c) 2-3
d) 3-6
e) 6 +

4. How many times have you read Eclipse?

5. How many times have you read Breaking
Dawn?
a) 0
b) 1-2
c) 2-3
d) 3-6
e) 6 +

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

0
1-2
2-3
3-6
6+

6. Have you read the draft of Midnight Sun?

7. How many times have you seen the film,
Twilight?
a) 0
b) 1-2
c) 2-3
d) 3-6
e) 6 +

a) Yes
b) No

8. Do you visit Twilight fan sites?
a) Yes
b) No
If yes, which site(s)? ______________________________________________
9. Have you visited Stephenie Meyer’s official Web site?
a) Yes
b) No
10. Do you post online content?
a) Yes
b) No
11. If answered yes, which online content do you post? Circle all that apply:
a) comments, questions, answers on Twilight forums
b) fan art
c) fan fiction
d) fan videos
e) fan made film trailers
f) avatars
g) banners
h) posters
i) Facebook comments
j) Other
12. Have you participated in a Twilight event? Circle all that apply:
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a) I have not participated in any events pertaining to the Twilight series
b) Twilight series reading group
c) Trip to Forks, WA
d) Twilight themed party
e) Twilight film release party
f) Twilight DVD release party
g) Twilight sleepover
h) Twilight club at school
i) An event sponsored by Stephenie Meyer
j) Twilight event at a bookstore
13. Which Twilight merchandise do you own? Circle all that apply:
a) Twilight novel
b) New Moon novel
c) Eclipse novel
d) Breaking Dawn novel
e) Twilight DVD
f) Twilight Soundtrack
g) Twilight saga shirts
h) Buttons
i) Jewelry
j) Twilight character dolls
k) Magnets
l) Home décor
m) Mugs
n) Cards & stationary
o) Other
14. Who do you like better in the books?
a) Edward
b) Jacob

15. Who do you like better in the movie?
a) Edward
b) Jacob

16. Will you see the next film New Moon?
a) Definitely will see it
b) Probably will see it
c) Might or might not see it
d) Probably will not see it
e) Definitely will not see it

17. Who do you talk to about the Twilight saga?
a) Friends
b) Family
c) Coworkers
d) Classmates
e) Teachers
f) Online members
g) Boyfriend/girlfriend
h) Other

18. Describe Edward. Circle the attributes that apply.

19. Describe Bella. Circle all attributes that
apply.
a) strong
b) fast
c) smart
d) brave
e) loyal
f) confident
g) self-sacrificing

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

strong
fast
smart
brave
loyal
confident
self-sacrificing

20. Do you trust Bella, the narrator?
a) Completely
b) Sometimes
c) I’m not sure
d) Not really
e) Not at all
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21. Bella claims she is plain/not beautiful, yet she received multiple invitations to the prom and both a werewolf and a vampire
have fallen in love with her. Is Bella unaware of her beauty?
a) Yes
b) No
22. Bella says Edward is very smart, yet she completes the science lab just as well as Edward and she figures out the Cullen
secret soon after she arrives in Forks. Is Bella unaware of her intellect?
a) Yes
b) No

23. Can you identify with Bella?
Completely

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Not at all

24. Who have you recommended to read the books or see the film?
a) Friends
b) Family
c) Coworkers
d) Classmates
e) Teachers
f) Online members
g) Boyfriend/girlfriend
i) Other

25. How is Twilight similar to Harry Potter?
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
26. How is Twilight different from Harry Potter?
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Questions Regarding Informant:
1.

Circle the category that best describes you.
Male
Female

2.

Circle the category that best describes your age.
Under 16 16-18
18-24
25-34

3.

Circle the category that best describes your education.
Some High School High School
Some College

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME!
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35-54

College

55-74

Exhibit 6:
Consumer-generated content: New Moon film posters:

Source: http://twilightersanonymous.com/fan-made-new-moon-movie-posters-bella-and-edward.html
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Exhibit 7:
Self-expression

Source: http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://chandlermariecraig.files.wordpress.com/2009/04/real-twilight-tattoo-twilight-series4802713-480-6401.jpg&imgrefurl=http://chandlermariecraig.wordpress.com/2009/04/01/favorite-fiction-fanart/&usg=__98Xvszlm_nCAMryRZt7Wuy5uVg=&h=640&w=480&sz=25&hl=en&start=372&sig2=M7Iryp0zI20DBqhTc9zI3A&um=1&tbnid=xLcgIyOelfpT
8M:&tbnh=137&tbnw=103&prev=/images%3Fq%3DTwilight%2Bfanart%26ndsp%3D21%26hl%3Den%26client%3Dfirefoxa%26rls%3Dorg.mozilla:en-US:official%26sa%3DN%26start%3D357%26um%3D1&ei=KbfySb2GG5SeMrHilawP
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Exhibit 8:
Self-expression (knitted Eclipse socks)
Source: http://www.flickr.com/photos/87905607@N00/2742891734/in/set-72157606490235163/

Exhibit 9:
Consumer-generated content: Fanart

Source: http://s25.photobucket.com/albums/c51/kunicorngirl/?action=view&current=EclipsedAngel.jpg
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Exhibit 10:
Consumer-generated content: fanart using Adobe Illustrator – picture of Rob Pattinson, actor
who plays Edward Cullen and cast in film Twilight

Source: http://i205.photobucket.com/albums/bb64/allottavadina/art/Robillussm.jpg

Source: http://i205.photobucket.com/albums/bb64/allottavadina/art/Cullenssm-1.jpg
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Exhibit 11:
CGC: fanart “Edward & Bella Twilight Collage”

Source: http://tinypic.com/view.php?pic=2wohfh3&s=4
Exhibit 12:
CGC: fan poem by “Twilight Moon” posted on Twilight Lexicon – Nov. 4, 2008
“It's from Jacob's POV, so I kept the title long like his were the book”
Something I Could Never Have But I Fought Till The End
I want you Bella
More than you could know
I love you Bella
If only you’d let me show
Can’t I hold you?
Can’t I be the one you choose?
Can’t I be the one to win?
Why do I have to lose?
If you had seen me first
Before you saw his leech-face
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I wonder what the outcome
Would I stand in his place?
I hurt when I think of you
Yet I continue so
Bella you’re killing me
Each time that you say no
Come back to me
Come into my arms
I made a promise Bella
You I’d never harm
He left you for a while
I watched you die inside
Yet you continue to go back
Edward’s arms open wide
I could be your Edward
I’d be much safer than he
One last time Bella
Won’t you love me?
Forgetting is hard
Moving on is worse
Watching you by his side
Him the cause of this curse
You’re dying now Bella
And what can I do?
Remember what I said
I’d never harm you
I stood watching you die
Watching you fade
You are no longer my Bella
You’re something he made
I leave you in his hands
You belong to him
I give up Bella
Edward is the one to win
I see a face with chocolate eyes
They remind me of your own
Something in this baby girl
Makes me no longer feel alone
I can’t explain it just yet
No words can really convey
How she’s keeping me here
This little girl Renesmee
--r.lynn 08--
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Exhibit 13: Twilight Lexicon Forum Screen Shots

Inside the Topic: “Quench Your Thirst;” thread called “Vampire Special Talents.” **Note: the
use of consumer-generated avatars, signatures and icons.

Source: http://forum.twilightlexicon.com/viewtopic.php?f=15&t=379&start=10
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Exhibit 14: TwilightMoms.com Forum Screen Shot

Inside the Topic “Midnight Sun: the Unread Forum;” Thread called “Show Your Support of
Stephenie Meyer and Midnight Sun!!” Also note the use of consumer-created avatars and
signatures that accompany every post.

Source: http://www.twilightmomsforums.com/show-your-support-of-stephenie-meyer-andmidnight-sun-t12762.html
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